Preface

The concept of “food is medicine” can be dated back to 2,000 years ago in the earliest traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) literature “Huang Di Nei Jing” (“黄帝内经”), or “Emperor’s Inner Canon,” 475 BCE–220 CE), where it emphasized the importance of maintenance or preservation of wellness and health and the prevention of illness and diseases, with the old but still valid notion “the best doctor prevents, not treats illness.” As such, maintaining system balance with the use of food, herbal medicine, and other complementary approaches in an integrated manner is the essence of TCM for disease prevention and treatment.

Over thousands of years, food materials have been continuously studied for their health benefits, while a wide range of TCM herbs have also been investigated and incorporated into the daily diet for maintaining general wellness or prevention of certain diseases in China. In the West, the convergence of food and medicine driven by market force has led to increasing demand for dietary supplements, natural health products, nutraceuticals, or functional foods. This trend has also stimulated interest in the West to look at many natural materials that could be used as sources for developing new, effective, and safe ingredients to capture the rapidly expanding opportunity in the global market place.

The book idea came out a few years ago when the three of us, working in China, Canada, and the United States at that time, were all involved in studying or reviewing the bioactive components of dietary herbs. We realized that, although there is a large and rapidly growing body of scientific information in the literature for various Chinese herbs, it is somewhat scattered and not specific toward dietary applications. The book Dietary Chinese Herbs is our first attempt to bring together selected TCM herbs and highlight the plant source, traditional use, main chemical components, biological and pharmacological activities, and clinical and dietary uses. It is not meant to cover all the available information, but rather to introduce these selected herbs with some of the research findings and relevant information on TCM and dietary uses in China. We hope it can be a useful reference for researchers and students in academia, R&D, and business managers in dietary supplement, natural health products, and the functional food industry.
The contents are arranged by starting with a brief chronological review of Chinese literatures on dietary herbs, overview of food and nutraceutical applications, and followed by chapters dedicated to each selected dietary herb. For each dietary herb or group of similar herbs, the plant source, processing method, TCM, and dietary uses will be introduced, and then followed by up-to-date literature reviews of some key chemical, pharmacological, and clinical studies.

In the preparation of this book, we are grateful to the dedication of all contributors for their rich knowledge and diverse perspectives in organizing the chapter contents. We also appreciate the time and efforts of the following students from the Applied Human Nutrition program, Mount Saint Vincent University, Halifax, Canada for language editing assistance: Laura Bellussi, Elizabeth Dickson, Shelby MacGregor, Esther Adsett, Kennedy Bennicke, Gillian Blundon, Ashleigh Cassell, Sarah Creeelman, Hayley Ewing, Susan Gillespie, Michelle Higgins, Liza Hooper, Tika Jakobsen, Joseph Legere, Molly McLaughlin, Megan Phillips, Katrina Ross, Katie Tanner, Amanda Worth, Erada Alghamdi, Kim Allen, Melissa Church, Angela Crouquet, Virginia De Silva, Sarah Hallett, Mallory Harvie, Katie Inkpen, Kristen Lutes, Sarah McKay, Janie Nelson-Isenor, Olivia Newton, Leila Shaw, Clarissa Smith, and Mylene Whynot.

We are also greatly indebted to Qiwei Zhang for his help in coordination of the manuscripts and assistance in editing, as well as to Bohdan L. Luhovyy and Phillip Joy for organizing the English editing work.

Last but not least, we would like to thank the publisher Springer and its publishing editors Stephen Soehlen and Annelies Kersbergen for all the patience and support over the years to bring this from an idea to reality.
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